ENGLISH PAPER

CLASS : IV

I Read the passage carefully answer the questions.

The horse is very useful animal. It is found in almost every country. It feeds on grass or gram. It is therefore, used for riding over long distances. It is used in the cities for carrying luggage by cart. An Arabian horse is world famous. It is used by the military to carry soliders. It is also used in sports. Horse racing and polo are very popular sports in which horse plays a part.

1. What does the horse feed on?

2. How is the horse used in cities?

3. Which horse is used in military?

4. Write your own sentence with Popular.

5. Name two games where horses play a part?
   a. ________________  b. ________________

6. Pick out the opposites from the passage.
   a. weak × ____________________  b. short × ____________________

7. Rearrange the words to make a correct sentence

   has strong it a body

8. Write the past tense of the following by picking up from the passage.
   a. Use - ____________________  b. find - ____________________
II Seen Passage: Read the passage and answer the questions:

A learned Pundit once visited the court of Akbar. He told the king and his courtiers that he had mastery over many different languages.

The Pundit could speak many languages fluently. He challenged everybody at the court to name his mother tongue. When everyone failed, the challenge was taken up by Birbal.

That night, Birbal went quietly to the Pundit’s room when he was asleep. He whispered into the Pundit’s ear and tickled it with a feather. The pundit, half awake, cried out suddenly and shouted out words in his mother tongue.

1. Who visited the court of Akbar?

___________________________________________________

2. What did he claim to know?

___________________________________________________

3. Make a your own sentence using the word ‘Whisper’:

‘Whisper’ :-

___________________________________________________

4. Pick out the opposites of the following from the passage:

a. loudly × ___________________________  b. same × ___________________________

5. Pick out the past tense from the passage:

a. shout - ____________________________  b. cry - ____________________________

   c. Challenge - ____________________________

6. Pick out the word form the passage which has the following meaning:

a. member of a royal court - ____________________________

   b. able to talk easily - ____________________________

PROSE

I Answer the following

1. What strange things did Alice see?

___________________________________________________
2. What was the most important thing that Helen finally understood?

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

3. What did Pinocchio say in the end?

___________________________________________________

4. Why did the cow refuse to get up?

___________________________________________________

POETRY
1. Read the poem and answer.

“Come in, Come in“ 
Said the library door,
I opened it wide 
And saw books galore!
What did the library door say?

___________________________________________________

2. Read the lines of the poem and answer

Then the little Hiawatha 
Learned of every bird its language, 
Learned their names and all their secrets, 
How they built their nests in summer, 

a. What did Hiawatha learn about the birds?

___________________________________________________

3. Read the poem and answer

Also, when you water, 
Water at the roots, 
Flowers keep their mouth where we should wear our boots.

a. Which part of the plant should be watered?
GRAMMAR

1. Combine the sentences using ‘but’
   a. Every one has gone to sleep         b. I want to read my book

2. Combine with ‘and’
   a. Raju plays cricket        b. He also plays Hockey.

3. Fill in the blanks by using the help box
   Was , were
   a. My toys __________________ broken
   b. The market __________________ closed today.

4. Who said to whom? “Are you hungry? Eat my apples”

5. Tick the correct answer.
   1. To imitate some one means to
      a. Copy some one [ ]
      b. Tease some one [ ]
      c. Make some one angry [ ]

6. Punctuate the sentence
   Sita where are you looking.

COMPOSITION

1. Write five sentences about “Uses of Books”
2. Write five sentences about ‘Uses of Trees’

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

SPELLING

Re arrange the letters to make correct word:

1. n e a t h b e - ______________________________
2. a r g e t t - ______________________________
3. h o l a r s c - ______________________________
4. c c e e d s u - ______________________________
5. n g u a g e l a - ______________________________

II Complete the word using the help box

1. b _____ _____
2. t h r _____ _____
3. t r _____ _____
4. s h _____ _____
5. t _____ _____ _____
HANDWRITING

Boldness and initiative make way for good friendship. A bold person is always respected by others and the first impression is the best impression.

2. It is not difficult to tell the difference between those with good manners and those who are ill mannered. A person stands out in a crowd. It will help you to do better in life and to gain friends.
READING-UNSEEN PASSAGE

1. The horse feeds on grass or gram.
2. The horse is used to carry the luggage.
3. It is used in military to carry soldiers.
4. Any meaningful sentence.
5. polo, racing
6. strong, long
7. It has a strong body.
8. used, found

SEEN PASSAGE

1. A learned pundit.
2. He claimed to know many languages.
3. Any meaningful sentence.
4. quietly, different
5. shouted, cried
6. a) courtier
   b) fluently

PROSE

A) Alice saw a small table, a glass table with a golden key.
B) Helen finally understood words are the most important thing.
C) I'm glad to be a real boy, I will never lie again.
D) The cow was in a bad mood.

POETRY

1) “come in”, “come in”
2) Hiawatha learnt the language of birds
3) Roots should be watered.

GRAMMAR

1) Everyone has gone to sleep but I want to read my book.
2) Raju plays cricket and he also plays hockey.
3) a) were
   b) was
4) pulled
5) can we touch the sun?
6) Sita, where are you looking?

COMPOSITION
1. Five meaningful sentences about books.
2. Five sentences about trees.

SPELLING

(I) 1. beneath
    2. target
    3. scholar
    4. succeed
    5. language

(II) 1. bell
    2. three
    3. tree
    4. shell
    5. tell

HANDWRITING: Neat and legible handwriting is expected.